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ABSTRACT

The poetry of William Butler Yeats presents an interesting
vacillation of the poet between the imaginary world of his art
real world of Ireland,

and

the

In an attempt to discover a reality that would

be acceptable Yeats explored the world of fancy am faeries as well as
the world of war and politics.
and spiritual.

He experimented with love, both physical.

Throughout the lyrical poetry Yeats wrote prior to 1930,

this movement between two worlds is symboli2,0d by the use of a corresponding set of images: gold/sun am silver/moon.
At first, the gold/sun imagery dominated his poetry.

He belonged

to many mystical orders which allowed him to become familiar with the
esoteric knowledge of philosophy-science; thus alchemy was a dominant
influence upon his imagery.

From the alchemical belief in regeneration

and renewal Yeats drew much of his hope for the creating of his own
artistic world.

As his hopes expanded so did his use of the gold/sun

images.
Later he turned more to the silver/moon images.

He was caught up

in the theatre and politics, and as these forces moved him to a closer
association with the real world about him, he turned :roore to the silver/
moon images.
worlds.

He then found himself caught between the pull of the two

Accordingly, like Blake and the other Romantics before him, he

sought a resolution for his dilemma through poetry.
Within the limits of the gold/sun, silver/moon imagery Yeats found
an answer to his dilerrana. But

he

later rejected the answer he found.

At the point when Yeats rejected his answer, the special sun/moon imagery

changes abruptly in us age and soon become s minor in t he poet ry .
is no apparent reason for the rejection or the change.

The re

Yeats merely

move s back i nto the countryside of Ireland where things are real and
physical.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The poetry of William Butler Yeats displays a vacillation between
the imaginary world of his art and the real world of Ireland.

Several

critics have discussed facets of this reality-illusion drama.

Harold

Bloom, in his recent work Yeats, approaches it from the tradition of
the Romantic Quest. 1 Thomas Byrd examines the concept of the poetseeker and the dream world. 2 other scholars have chosen their own
particular approaches, so that several techniques of criticism have
been utilized in the attempts to follow Yeats' advice: "Hammer your
thoughts into unity. 11
Yet unexamined is Yeats' search for reality through his usage of
the corresponding images of gold/sun and silver/moon. This paper will
examine the symbolic potential of these images, which reveal not only
the pattern of the poet's search but, also, in light of their tradition,
his i ntensity and sincerity in the search.
This study is not maant to be a panacea for the controversy among
Yeatsean critics. Actually, it adds another difficulty.

While he

reaches a resolution within the gold/sun, silver/moon cluster, Yeats'
complete acceptance of it appears questionable because the images fade
almost completely from his work after 1930. This study does not attempt
1 Harold Bloom, Yeats (New York: Oxford University Press, 1970),
pp. 7-8.
2Thomas Byrd, "The Early Poetry of WoB• Yeats: The Poetic Quest, 11
Disso University of F1orida 1968, P• S.
1

2

to discuss the reason for t he fading out of the images, leaving that
problem for further work .
A close examination of the deeper meanings attached t o gold and
silver by alchemist s may suggest in part Yeats' incessant usage of t he
imagery.

The following is drawn from John Read, Prelude to Chemistry,

1966:
In its broadest aspect, alchemy appears as a system
of philosophy which claimed to penetrate the mystery
of life as well as the formation of inanimate substances.
A modern writ er on this wider alchemy /Mrs. M.A. Atwood
of Belfast, Irelandl voices some of its claims in the
following language: 1 Hermetism, or its synonym Alchemy,
was in its primary intention and office the philosophic
and exact science of the regeneration of the hwnan soul
from its sense-:immersed state into the perfection and
nobility of that divine condition in which it was
originally created. Secondarily and incidentally • • •
i t carried with it a knowledge of the way in which the
life-essence of things belonging to the subhlll!lan kingdoms--the metallic genera in particular--can, correspondingly, be intensified and raised to a nobler form than
that in which it exists in its present natural state.' 3

Upon such a base Yeats builds his alchemical symbols, exploiting as far
as possible t he implications of regeneration, perfection, and the raising
of the

11

l ife-essence 11 to what Atwood calls "a nobler form."

Additional.zy",

t he Yeat sean crit ic must come to terms with esoteric alchemy to see the
br oader implication of Yeats' alchemical imagery.

Read explains: "A

distinction i s oft en drawn in alchemical wri tings between an esoteric
alchemy, whose hidden secrets were revealed only to chosen adept s Csuch
as "The Order of the Golden Dawn" to whi ch Yeats bel onge2_1', and an

3 John Re ad, Prel ude to Chemist ry: An Outline of Alchemy, its
Literature ~ Relationships (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 19bb),
p . 2.

3

exoteric pseudo-alchell\Y, which is depicted as the uninstructed craft of
mercenary goldseekers, or ' puffers I Lfike Jonson I s Subtle and Chaucer, s

Cano-,y. "4
Yeats I study of the alchemists would surely be as early as his
study of William Blake, for it is Yeats who first comments upon Blake's
study of alchenzy- "from Jacob Boeheme and from old alchemist writers, 11
and that from them Blake learned "that imagination was the first
emanation of divinity, 'the body of God,' •the Divine members,' and • • •
drew the deduction, which they did not draw, that the imaginative arts

were therefore the greatest of Divine revelations, and that the sympathy
with all living things, sinful and righteous alike, which the imaginative
arts awaken, is that forgiveness of sins commanded by Christ. n5

The

statement clearly illustrates Yeats• familiarity with alchenzy-.
The esoteric alchemist had several associations for his gold and
silver symbols which relate to Yeats' usage.

Gold was associated ''with

longevity and even with immortality, 116 and "assigned to the Sun because
of i ts colour and perfection, 117 and occasionall.y was portrayed as being
a rose8 or a king.9

Silver was associated with the Moon10 and hence

~ead, P• 2.

5w .B. Yeats, ''William BJ_ake and the Imagination," in Essays and
Introductions (New York: Collier Books, 1968), P• 112.
6ilead, P• 6.
7Toid., P• 89.
Bn,id., P• 99.
9Jbid., P • 102.
lOn,id ., P• 20 .

4

imperfection,

11

and with a Queen. 12

Another reference concerns the

central role the ancient city of Byzantium played in alchenzy- 1 s history
and Yeats• poetry.

Both theories of alchenzy-'s diffusion refer to

Byzantium: one theory claims alchenzy- spread from Europe to China by way
of Byzantium and Alexandria and the other theory claims it came from
China to Europe through Arabia, Byzantium, and Alexandria.

Yeats used

the ancient gateway city as the central symbol for two very important
poems written at a critical period in his life: "Sailing to Byzantium"
and 11Byzantium. 11

In 1924 Yeats visited the site of the ancient city,

where he was greatly inspired.

The relationship of the city to the

desire of the poems can hardly be considered inconsequential in light
of Yeats' own statement that "I symbolise the search for the spiritual
life by a journey to that city ffey-zantiwy.,,13
Another influence upon Yeats' imagery is poetic tradition.

Harold

Bloom has set forth a lineage of the Yeatsean influences: Milton, Blake,
Shelley, and the Romantic tradition in gernral, including Browning. 1 4
The dominant influence on Yeats' imagery and symbolism was William Blake,
who exposed Yeats to the expanding potential of a set of images.

That

is, Blake established his poetic tradition upon tre expanding symbols of
the Four zoas and the image of the refining furnace.

Yeats builds his

expansion upon the gold/ sun, silver/moon imagery•
lllbid., P• 20.
12 Toid., P • 102.
13A. Norman Jeffares, A Commentary ~ ~ Collected Poems of

~ (Stanford, Calif .: Stanford Univ . Press, 1968), P• 2 ~
1 4Bloom, p. 4.

!i•~•

5

Another Romantic poet, Shelley, influenced Yeats, especially with
his use of Sun and Moon.

Yeats is often upset by Shelley's use of these

images, especially when the moon is a "cold, 11 "frozen, 11 or an "inconstant"
symbol.

Yeats comments: "Shelley could not help but see her

with unfriendly eyes. 1115

Lthe

moorf/

The defensiveness here reflects Yeats' strong

feeling for the images and their dominance in his thinking.
Certainly there are other poets who should be added to Blake and
Shelley as influential on Yeats as an imagist.

However, these two serve

as sufficient examples of the point being made here, especially in light
of Yeats' own comments on his concept of symbolic development from
images made in "The Symbolism of Poetry" published in 1900, the
year as the article on Shelley.

~

Yeats gives in the essay what he

considers to be the process by which an illlage or images are built and
the way in which they develop their symbolic representations:
All sowns, all colours, all fom.s, either because
of their preordaimd energies or because of long association, evoke indefinable and yet precise emotions, or,
as I prefer to think, call down among us certain disembodied powers, whose footsteps over our hearts we call
emotions; and when sound, and colour, and fonn are in a
musical relation, a beautiful relation to one another,
they become, as it were, one sound, one colour, ~ne. fonn,
and evoke an emotion that is made out of their distinct
evocations and yet is one emotion. The same relation
exists between all portions of every work of art, whether
it be an epic or a song, and the more perfect it is, and
the more various and numerous the element s that have
flowed into its perfection, the more powerful
be the
emotion, the power, the god it calls among us. 1

;11

,-.v,

I
1 -'W
C .B. Yeats, "The Philosopmr
,.., of Shelley s Poet •
Introductions (New York: Collier Books, 1968), P• 9l.

11

.1

in Essays
and
-

16w . B. Yeats, "The Symbolism of Poetry, in Es z ~
Introductions (~w York: Collier Books, 1968), PP• 1 - 7.
11

56 5

6

The statement of most relevance here refers to the "flow" of the
elements into image and hence into symbol, for Yeats ceaselessly poured
new elements into the stream of his imagery as he sought after the most
powerful poetic gods to evoke knowledge of the true reality he sought
and man's role within that reality.
Finally, in "The Early Poetry of W.B. Yeats: The Poetic Quest 11
Thomas Byrd observes that

11

the poetic quest involves art, philosophy,

arrl vision; it is the journey of the poet-seeker, a search for knowledge
and true reality through art and artistic vision. 111 7 Thus in a real

sense the quest for imagery becom3s an attempt to draw together all the
various elements of tradition and contemporary knowledge into a singular
symbol of expression.

Yeats draws from his esoteric knowledge of

alchemy and his deep 'I.IDierstanding of the Romantic poetic tradition, as
well as from his experiences with life to evolve a set of images that
serve him as a poetic tool with which he can explore the possibilities
of both the world of his art and the world in which he is forced to
live.

Thus the imagistic patterns expamed from the gold/sun, silver/

moon cluster serve as a valid, valuable key to the interpretation of the
Collected Poems .
F.ach chapter of this study will present tm gold/sun, silver/moon
imagery of the primary source with strict attention being given to the
ordering Yeats gave the Collected ~ •

His poetical strength reveals

itself through the arrangem3nt and pattern of imagery development
the total work .

17Byrd,

P•

"th·in

Wl.

And Yeats commands continual control over the complex

5.

7

development of the gold/sun, silver/moon imagery: when he gives any
aspect of the imagery a varied usage, he has a definite purpose for
the context of the poem.

Close examination unfolds the subtleties and

implications of his usage.
Because of the trem3ndous number of times the various aspects of
the cluster appear in Yeats' work--575 times in all--a limitation has
been set: only the occurrences of imagery which directly relate to the
search f or reality and man's role in that reality will be ~ntioned.
Individual volumes are separated in the various chapters so that they
may be approached individually.

CHAPI'ER II

THE TWO WORLDS
I

Crossways
Crossways introduces the gold/Sllll, silver/moon imagery and
establishes the image background against which Yeats' later books of
poetry must be viewed.
Gold and sun appear first in 11 Anashuya and Vijaya. 11 While the
poem deals with the two lovers of Vijaya, only Anashuya the daylight
lover functions in the poem.

Anashuya is a priestess during the "Golden

Age, 11 which Yeats associates with Arcadia, the past age of greatness and

truth.

When Anashuya begs Vijaya to love only her, she requests that he

swear by the "Golden Peak":

swear by the parents of the gods,
Dread oath, who dwell on sacred Himalay,
On the far Golden Peak; enonnous shapes,
Who still were old when the great sea was young. 1
The Golden Peak symbolizes the glorious and sacred past which
served Yeats as both a source for his poetry and an example for the
Ireland he dreamed of creating, the Ireland oo sought as reality•
The sun, s distance offers hope for a distant dreamland for which
Anashuya prays:
• • o may we two stand,
When we are dead, beyond the setting suns,
A little from the other shades apart,
· lina hair and play upon one lute.
W1·th mmg
-"o
'
{p. 10, 11. 7-10)

1 . .
William Butler Yeats,
York: The Macmillan Company,
this source will be given in

The Collected Poems of ~-!!• Yeats {New
:;ni"'b)
Subsequent references to
19:::>' , P• 12 •
the text•

8

9

Not only is the desire for some point beyond the sun, but for a total
unity where, "with mingling hair," they may "play upon one lute . 11

This

longing for a Utopia is further developed in lines 24-25 when Anashuya
tells Vijaya that in the twilight the sun has mystical powers able to
slip man off into the realm of dreams:
Vijaya, I have brought my evening rice;
The sun has laid his chin on the grey wood
1
Weary, with all his poppies gathered round him.
V~jaya . The hour when Kama, full of sleepy laughter,
Rises, and showers abroad ~ fragrant arrows ,
Piercing the twilight with their munnuring barbs.
(p . 11, 11 . 2) - 28)
With the narcotic properties of the poppies imucing euphoric dreams of
the golden past and a paradisical future, the theme of escape attaches
to the gold/ sun image .

The escape motif of gold/sun parallels the

concept of the alchemists who believed in the unity of souls with
regeneration beyond this present world .
Yeats in a 1925 interview had commented on the poem:
•• • the little Indian dramatic scene was mant to be
the first scene of a pl~ about a man loved by two
women who had the one soul between them, the one woman
wakin~ when the other slept, and knowing but daylight
as the other only night . It came into my head when I
saw a man at Rosses Point carrying two salmon. 11 0ne
man with two souls II I said, and added, 11 0 no, two people
with one soul . 11 r' am now once more in ! Vision busy with
that thought, the antithesis of dq and night and of sun
and moon . 2
Though the concepts of this antithesis change many times in Yeats'
poetic maturation, the conflict continually played upon his poetic thought .

2A. Norman Jeffares, A Commentary CZ!! the Collected Poems of ~ -~•
Yeats (stanford, Calif.: stanford Univ. Press, 1968), P•

-

r.-

10

In the "Madness of King Goll" gold/sun ima.gery caITies an
escapism associated with the poet-seeker, a king who is, as Bloom
succinctly summarizes, "praised for bringing back the age of gold, who
in the midst of battle yields to the madness of vision, breaks his
spear, and rushes off to becoma a wandering poet in the woods. 113

In the

glory of his past Goll had "won many a torque of gold 11 (p. 17, line 23).
But he changes from king to madman, leaving the golden age behind and
rushing into his own dream in order to
wander in the woods
When summer gluts the golden bees,
Or in autumnal solidudes
Arise the leopard-coloured trees.
(p.

This dream is s:imilar to the

11

17, 11. 37- 40)

grey wood" of

11

Anasheya, 11 yet the dream

offers no joy for Goll as for Anashu:ya, to whom the night and its moon
did not exist .

Goll's moon does exist .

He will wander by

town/ That slumbered in the harvest moon" (li.Ms
view the daylight sun as

11

49-50) .

11

a little

He will also

0rchil shakes out her long dark hair" that

hides the sunl ight at the end of day.

But for Goll both day and night

are transitory; he cannot find comfort in either state because

11

They

will not hush, the leaves a - flutter round ma, the beech leaves old"
(refrain).

The dilemma of Goll , the wandering poet, represents the

dilemma of young Yeats : both are torn between the world in which they

live and a world in which they desire to live •
This dilemma appears again in

11

The Stolen Child" where the heart

cries, "Come away, 0 human child! 11 (line 9), away to a dream world

3Bloom, P • 109.

11

where, unlike King Goll, you will find peace

•

represents night, the time when the faer1.·es are

The mo

.
on image again

at work, and also

represents the world where pain does exist:
Where. the wave of moonlight glosses
The dim grey sands with light
Far off by furthest Rosses
'
We foot it all the night
Weaving olden dances
'
Mingling hands and mingling glances
Till the moon has taken flight;
To and fro we leap
And chase the frothy bubbles,
While the world is full of troubles
And is anxious in its sleep •
(pp. 18-19, 11.

14-24)

From this moon-lit world, the faeries steal the human child:
He'll hear no more the lowing
Of the calves on the wann hillside
Or the kettle on the hob
Sing peace into his breast,
Or see the brown mice bob
Round and round the oatmeal-chest.
(p. 19, 11. 45-50)
Yeats is distressed by both the real and dream worlds.
"The Ballad of Moll Magee" and 11The Ballad of The Foxhunte r"
display reality and illusion.

Unterecker points out that

11

the antithesis

of youth and age and the anguish of mortality itself serve as common
themes to bind together these poems • • • • 11 4 The inability to synthesize
the conflict between age and youth or to transcend mortality brings on
one fonn of distress for Moll, symbolized in the moon:
And sometiJlles from the saltin' shed
I scarce could drag my feet,
Under the blessed moonlight,
Along the pebbly streeto
(p. 23, 11. 9-12 )
Unt erec ker, A Reader
rs G
~-":T"'_uide to
- William
- - - Butler ~ (New
York: Noonday Press, 1959), P• 74.

4John

12

The word 1'blessed 11 takes on a sarc st•
a 1.c tone, since it implies restfulness while Moll finds none.

She does not enjoy even the pleasures

of her bed, but is rather driven from it:
A weary woman sleeps so hard!
man grew red and pale
Arxl gave me money, and b~de me go
To rrry own place , Kinsale •

My

And drove me out and shut the door

And gave his curse to me.
'
I went away in silence '
No neighbour could r see.
'
(p. 23, 11. 21-28)

In "The Foxhunter" the disappearing sun
distress .

liz es a

cnn,,h
u,,.uuO

S imil ar

type

Of

As the foxhunter calls for his oorses and dogs, his sight

and life slip aw~:

His eyelids droop, his bead falls low
His old eyes cloud with dreams •
'
'
The sun upon all things that glow
Falls in sleepy streams .
(p. 25, 11. 13-16)
The dreams of the old foxhunter elude him as the daylight of life
succwnbs to the forces of mortality and ''The houn:is wail for the
dead 11 (line 48).
Tm se last two poems of Crossvays summarize the frustration of the
young Yeats who could sense the pain and fe ar around him in the real
world under the moon, making him long for some mans of escape from this
''blessed moonlight" and at the same ti.nw3 making him fear the death that
offered escape .

Out of his frustration canes a desire for recreating

the glorious past, a desire for the ideal Irelarxi, a desire t o fioo a
passage apart from death into
tranquillity .

sollV3

sunlit dreamland of peace and

As Byrd observes, a "poetic quest is a concern and a

milieu, both poetic and religious, in which the inspired poet works and

13

searches and hopes, and in which the poet truly becomes the maker,
creating smoothing which becomes more than its creator. 115 The worlds
of the conflicting sun and moon are certainly a part of the milieu
Yeats is creating.

II

The Rose
The gold/sun, silver/moon :imagery of The Rose volume synthesizes
somewhat the motifs of escape, dreams, and faerylands found in Crossways.
Further, the Celtic legends with which Yeats hoped t o establish a
national Irish literature first appear in this volume.

Unterecker naim:3s

the new subject matter upon which the themes rest: "Specifically, they
deal with his frustrated love for Maud Oonne , t he Rosicrucian and
Cabalistic doctrine he was learning in the Order of the Golden Dawn • • • • 6
11

To the Rose Upon the Rood of Time II opens the vol'llre and intro-

duce s the "ancient ways II of Irelarxi in te
associated with the Sad Rose, which has
sandalled on the sea 11 (lines 6-7).

II

of t he silver image,
own old/ In dancing silver-

The silver sug

sts the sorrow and

distress of growing old, just as the moon did for Moll Magee who fell
under the pressures and pain of the present world .

In "Cuchulain, s Fight \ ith the Sea," also f rom Irish l egend, t M

sun image sets the mood in the opening: "A man came slowly from t he
setting sun/ To Eioer" (lines 1-2).

5Byrd,

pp.

164-65.

6unterecker, p.

75.

Since Yeats usually relate s "the

14

west , the place of sunset, with fading and dreaming things, 117 the man
is involved with fading dreams.

That fading is two-fold: the fading of

the victory and glory of Cuchulain and the fading of the son through
death.

First, Einer tells of the past glory of Cuchulain:

11

' No man

alive, no man among the dead,/ Has won the gold his cars of battle
bring 111 (lines 10-11) .
cuchulain held.

The gold image symbolizes the wealth and honor

But in spite of his wealth and honor, he fades into the

madness that drives him into the sea• s

11

invu:l.mrable tide. 11

image also denotes the fading of the son.
slain by his father, he has a vision that
or the

sun/

My

The sun

Before young Cuchulain is
11

soroowhere under starlight

father stands 11 (lines 28-29) .

Under that sun young

CUchulain meets his death:
I put you from your pain. I can no m.o re.'
While day its burden on to evening bore,
With head bowed on his lmees
chulain stayed.
1

(p. 35, 11 . 69-71)

Both son and the sun fade with their dreams .
The sun and moon appear together in ''The Rose of Battle

11

to

clarify Yeats' desire for escape, for dreams, for the faeryland world .
The persona of the poem calls to all those who have experienced th e
frustration of failure :
Danger no refuge holds, and war no peace '
For him who hears love sing and never cease ~e.
Beside her clear-swept hearth, her qui: sh
•
But gathe r all for whom no love bath
e
st
A woven silence, or but ~ to ca
d
.
he .
and singing passe
A song into t
air~ dawn. and gather you
To smile on the pal
' i in rain or dew
0
Who have sough~
~h~r ~n the earth,
0
Or in the sun
' ,1...,,. starry mirth,
Or sighs amid the wander.,..-'6,

=

7 Jeffares , P• 66 .

15

Or

comes in laughter from the sea I s sad lips

And wage God I s battles in the long grey ship~.

The sad, the lone:cy-, the insatiable
To these Old Night shall all her my-;tery tell·
God I s ~ell has claimed them by the little cry-'
Of their sad hearts, that may not live nor die .
(p . 37 , 11 . 9-24)
By

joining the sun and moon with rain, dew, and earth to round out a

symbol of present reality, Yeats shows the degree of hi.s frustration
(and the frustration of those to whom his persona calls) over his
thwarted love and his isolation in his beloved Ireland.

While the

traditional alchemical use of the fused sun and moon represents a world
of perfection, here the usage represents a reality that all those persons
who have "sought more than is in rain or dew/ Or in the sun and moon,
or on the earth" are seeking to transcend.

The change in usage seems to

intensify the feelings of frustration .
Building upon that frustration motif, the moon

scenes of the world .

Sorrow of Love, 11 to depict contrast
scene is a world of orde r and fo

pears, in "The

un::ler

bright

The first

oon, ancient

Ireland:
The
The
And
Had

brawling of a sparrow in the eaves,
brilliant moon arrl all the milky sky,
all that famous hannoey of leaves,
blotted out man's image and his cry.
(p. 40 , ll. 1- 4)

But the second scene is a world of confusion and chaos, present Ireland:
Arose, and on the instant claJOOroUS eaves,
A climbing moon upon an eiq>ty sky,
And all th.at lamentation of the lea:'8 s,
Could but compose man , s image40 lland9~~ )cry•
(p.
,
•
Though Unterecker mentions the do

ubl

e us

e of the moon image he re , he

. .
8 that i.s that the image makes th e
fails to denote its significance,
'
8unterecker, pp . 80-81 .
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transition between the two scenes possible.

As order disappears in the

transition to chaos, the moon loses its luster and takes on the
frustration connotation.

The glorious past has tumbled into the base

present.
Yeats desires that man, by some rooans, might rise above such
sorrow .
quest .

The means by which man can solve too problem is his poetic
The solution will evolve, Yeats believes, from his searching the

nzythical and magical associations in the idealized traditions of Ireland, s
glorious past.
He develops more fully in 11 The Man Who Dreamed of Faeryland II the
dreams implicit in the lost, brilliant moon .

The d.rearoor of the poem

passes through four phases: youth, middle age, old age , and death .

Yet

as he passes through each phase, an illusion prevents him from finding
the true joy and satisfaction life should offer.

This illusion,

seemingly some point beyond the present world, does not bring satisfaction , or j oy either, because the persona filxis no way of reaching it
since it is only a dream, a faeryland .
through the gold and silver imagery .

The illusion is represented

In stanza one , youth idealizes the

faeryland and presents it as a world of changelessness and perfection:
But when a man poured fish into a pile ,
rt seerood they raised their lit tle silver mads,
And sang what gold morning or evening sheds
Upon a woven world-forgotten isle
Where people love beside the ravelled seas;
That Tiloo can never mar a lover• s vows
Under that woven changeless roof of boughs.
(p . 43 , 11 . 5-11 )
Then as the persona of

11

Faeryland" goes

still hears the call of his illusion:

into middle age (stanza two) he

17

~iug-worm
while he _pas~ed before a plashy place,
with its grey and muddy mouth
~:;e t=lr:ewhere to n?rth or west or south
gay, exulting, gentle race
Under the golden or the silver k" •
That if
dan
s ies,
a
cer stayed his hungry foot
It seemed the sun and moon were i n the fruit .
(pp . 43-44, u . 17-23)
And again in old age ( stanza three) the persona still feels the pull of
his dreams:
But one small knot - grass growing by the pool
Sang where--unnecessary cruel voice-Old silence bids its chosen race rejoice
Whatever ravelled waters rise and fall
Or sto~ ail ver frets the gold of day,
And rnidm.ght there enfold them like a neece
And lover there by lover be at peace .

(p.

44, ll . 29-35)

Entranced by the imagery of a gol den f aeryland, tm persona comes to
the grave uncomforted: "The man has f ouoo no comfort in tm grave 11 (line

48) .
At this point in his work Yeats apparently realized the double
hopelessness of the painful , hurtful world of reality in which h3 lived
(characteri zed by the Sad, Silver Rose) a.rxi th3 idealized aeryland with
its illusive promises of joy and peace which are inaccess:U>le except by
death .

But as a true poet of Irelarxi h3

for some resolution to the problem.

elt he must continue the search

His statement of this contin

search occurs in the closing poem of The Rose volU!m3 ,
Coming Times ,

11

11

To Ireland in the

which bunches the various associations of his gold/sun,

silver/moon imagery into the persona of the faeries dancing under the
moon:

lB

My rhymes more than their rhyming tell

Of things discovered in the deep ,
Where only body's laid asleep .
For the elemental creatures go
About my table to and fro,

.... .. . ..... . . ... .

Man ever journeys on with them

After the red-rose-bordered hem.
Ah, faeries , dancing under the moon,
A Druid land, a Druid tune I

(p .

so, u .

20-24, 29-32)

CHAPrER III
THE LURE OF ILLUSION

I
The Wind Among The Reeds

---

The theme of frustrated love, so much a part of Yeats ' life
during t he period of rejection by Maud Gonna , develops dramatically in
~ Wind Among The Reeds volume through the gold/sun, silver/moon

imagery.

In relation to The Rose, The Wind Among Tte Reeds moves

steadily toward the creation of the faeryland where the

under the moon/ A Druid land,

11

faeries , dancing

Druid tune 111 can be realized .

a progression moves the volUJ'li3 from the cry of Niamh I s
away, 11 which echoes the earlie r esc pe th

Aw;zy, cane

e of the "stolen Child, 11 to a

higher kind of desire for spiritual union .
11 a desire to escape from love's misery

11

However,

Kl Jmaon sees in the work

an

fr

erfect world, and

a wistful aspiration towards a more ideal state of things . 111

Bloem also

points to the aspiration of an ideal world beyom reality when ll3 says
11unrequited love , the i.nmediate then3 of The

ind ~ The Reeds , itself

exemplifies a de sire of beauty qui kened by the sense of death .

The

beauty desired by Yeats at the turn of the century depends upon the

.
112
death of desire , and on an end to t ime •
~ichard EJ..lmann, The Identity of ~ (
Pre ss,

1964) , p . 23 .
2

Bloom, p .

123 .
19

w York : Qxford Univ.
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"The Lover Tells of the Rose in H. H
is eart" introduces a "casket
of gold" that symbolizes a
new creation featuring purity, refinement,
and eternalness:
All things uncomely and broken all thi""'s worn
out and old,
'
-~
The cry of a child by the roadw;zy, the creak of a
lumbering cart,
The heavy. steps of the ploughman splashing
the ,nntry mould
'
Are wronging your ~ge that blossoms a rose in
the deeps of rrry heart.
The wrong of unshapely things is a wrong too great
to be told;
I hunger to build them anew and sit on a green
knoll apart,
With the earth and the sky and the water remade
like a casket of gold
'
'
For my dreams of your image that blossoms a rose
in the deeps of rrry twaart.
(p. 54, ll. 1-8)
J3ffares points out that 11your image" stands for Maud Oonne)

But to

relate the image to Maud does not limit too scope of the frustration
and imperfection to personal love , for Maud Mrself often serves as a
symbol for Yeats .

He makes many co

isons between Maud and Helen of

Troy; "No Second Troy" provides one of the many examples .

By the

comparison, Yeats often implies another comparison--that of Ireland and
Troy.

His Ireland was sometilM s literal and sOD3tilMs that i eal and

imaginary Ireland for which he labored. 4 Yeats 1 ideals , Ireland and
Maud, were being wronged by the imperfections lamented in "The Lover
Tells • • • •"

Correspondingly, the "hunger to build them anew and sit

3 Jeffares, p .

55.

1._
and T adition II in Essays and
--William Butler Yeats, '_'Poetry
~
• 246. --..&..- J!ltroductions (New York: Collier Books, l9 ), P
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on a green !moll apart II de scri·bes more than a si mnle
-·'t'
hunger to possess
Maud, it also describes a h
unger to create an immortal m;ythos and to

find in it sore hope, through a tra
ancient Ireland he worshipped.

•t
nsi ory death, of union with the

The "casket

of gold 11 serves as aesthetic

purity.
In contrast to the "golden casket," "The Fish" presents a darkened
moon and silver cords that lack perfection, re f,inement, and eternalness,
leaving him void of fulfillment.

wr i·tten for

Maud Oonne , it makes a

statement of Yeats I loss of Maud, while on a secorrl level it deals with
spiritual pursuit:
Al though you hide in the ebb and flow
Of the pale tide when the moon has set
The people of coming days will know
'
About the casting out of 'IIf3' net,
And how you have leaped tiJm s out of mind
Over the little silver cords,
And think that you were hard arrl unkind,
And blame you with many bitter words .
(p. 56, ll. 1-8)
The legendary fish are the tribes of the goddess

u who could take

various shapes and then, when approacbed, vanish . 5 Likewise, her
illusive t ribes allure and beguile mn, and then , just woon the ioon are
about t o embrace them, disappear.

Yeats expresses in the poem the

cruelty of such actions and the disappointnent they bring,

or night

( ''when the moon has set") stands for the darkness of physical limitation
which causes the difficulties of life to arise.

The "little silver

co_rds" represent the inability of the plzy'sical to capture the ultinate
desires of life, that is, to capture Maud Qonne.

5Jeffares,

p. 61.
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This theme of unfilled desire b il
.
u ds lll "The Unappeasable Host. 11
Using the Da.naan Children, ano ther set of faeryland inhabitants, the
poem recalls the idea of perfection and dreaminess by using the gold
image:
The Danaan c~ildren laugh, in cradles of wrought gold
And clap their hands
together , am half cl ose thei.r
· eyes,
'
.
For they will ride the North when the ger-eagle flies,
(p. 56, ll. 1-3)
But their laughing is deceptive, their vision distorted.

The cries of

the children become desolate winds:
03solate w~ds that cry over the wandering sea;
Desolate winds that hover in the flaming West
03solate winds that beat the doors of Heaven,'and beat
The doors of ~ell and blow there many a whimpering ghost;
0 heart the winds have shaken, the unappeasable host
Is comelier than candles at Mother Mary's feet .
(p. 56, ll. 7-12)
The glorious dreamland talces on a taint of undesirableness in this poem
like a Hawthornian birth mark: it begins t o hint that Yeats

ht harbor

a reserve about t he mystical orders of the solutions for life t hey

offer.

The golden dreamworld of the sun

contain flaws .

Nevertheless, the use of the fused sun and moon

of "Into the

Twilight n denotes the kind of united life Yeats and his mystical brothers
hoped for:

,

Come heart , where hill is heaped upon hill:
For there the mystical brotherhocxi
Of sun and moon and hollow and wood
And river and stream work out their will:
And
And
And
And

God stands winding His
tine and the world are
love is less kind than
hope is less dear than

loN31y horn,
ever in fl~h~\t
the grey twi.lig ,
the dew of th0 mo~b)
(p. 57, 11. 9
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T.R. Henn points out the poem I s typicalness of the ideas for

11

an Order

of Celtic }t;rsteries by which Young Ireland was to be initiated I into
a

mystical philosophy which would combine the doctrines of Christianity

with the faiths of a more ancient world, unite the perceptions of the
spirit with those of natural beauty•. 11 6 This mystical order parallels
Yeats' personal nzy-sticism about Maud, especially as she coll'l3s more and
more to represent Ireland I s Helen.
above lines in his advice to Synge:

Yeats summarized the intent of the
11

'Go

to the Aran Islands.

Live

there as if you were one of the people themselves; express a life that
has never found expression. 111 7

But fusing sun and moon into harmony

appears impossible.
For example, a significant aspect of 1'Tbe Song of the Wa.rxlering
11

Aengus" is that the little fish, which becanes the

glirtmlering gi:rl,"

is only silver:

I dropped the berry in stre
And caught a little silver trout .
When I had laid it on the floor
I went to blow the fire aflame ,
But something rustled on the noor,
And some one called
by
rt had become a glinlner ing girl
With apple blossan in her hair
Who called me by my name and ran
And faded through the brighte
ir .)
(p . 51 , ll . 7-16
enta.ry
the poem deals with fading of the
Alex zwerdling says that
to capture the lost vision. 11 8
vision and Aengus 1 11 fruitless search
re
ud ·

Y
~

in the Poetry of ~-~•

1-homas R • Henn The :r.oneg Tower: St ies vr
, bl ~19 p • 72 •
... _..es and No e, l.'jOJ 1 '
(New Yor:
k nocu

-

11

. l,_deal (New York: New York
d the Heroic
8Alex zwerdling, Yeats ~ ~-Univ. Press, 1965), PP• 17b-17 •
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Ellmann also points to the theme of futile quest • 9 1 4.1.l\.o
1 - a Danu go dde ss,
the dream image has vanished and the limitations of the physical world
again bring frustration.

Seemingly, Yeats feels that the present world

can only create desires which cannot be fulfilled.

Hence, Aengus must

pursue his dream in the illusionary world where there may be a chance
for an embrace:
Though I am old with wandering
Through hollow lands and hilly lands
I will find out where she has gore, '
And kiss her lips and take her hands;
And walk among long dappled grass,
And pluck till tim3 and tiloos are done
The silver apples of the moon,
The golden apples of the sun .
(pp . 57-58, 11. 17-24)
A definite separation of the worlds becomes evident at this point .

The

separation of reality and illusion anticipates a choice to be made
between these two worlds .
Finally, his frustration would uproot both sun
11

He Mourns for the Change That Has Come Upon Rim

moon in the poem
His Beloved, And

Longs for the End of the World 11 :

I would that the Boar without bristles had
come from the West
And had rooted the s\D'l and oon and stars out
of the sky
And lay in the darlmess,
ting , a.rd turning
to his rest .

(p . 59, 11. 10-12)

Frustration over the inadequacy of physical love and opportunity for
change causes the persona t o ha

ve a longing for an end to

tre

world where

with the Black Pig in "The Valley
things suffer.

The Boar, synonymous

9Ellmann, po 79°
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of The Black Pig," supposedly brings on the final holocaust of the
worldlO and advances the Sacond Coming when a new age, a mystical
reality, will bring another change for the lovers of the poem and also
Yeats and Maud.
Not relinquishing the golden dreamworld entirely, Yeats returns to
that motif in "He Gives His Beloved Certain Rhymes, 11 in which tl"e thene
of the glorious past in terms of the gold image reestablishes hope
through poetic effort:
Fasten your hair with a golden pin,
bind up every wandering tress;
I bade my heart build these poor rhymes:
It worked at them, day out, dq in,
Building a sorrowful loveliness
out of the battles of old times.
And

You need but lift a pearl -pale hand,
And bind up your lo
hair and sigh;
And all nen 1s hearts must burn and beat;
And candle-like foam on the dim sand,
And stars climbing the dew-dropp
sky,
Live but to light your passing feet .

(p. 61, ll. 1-12)
So Yeats proposes that the past glories co

the glories of the past and th e poe t
a

1

nt the rhyme SJ that is,

thev
~ produ

a.re interwoven into

new entity which exists beyond the scope of the present world.

new entity serves as hope for life

love that have

ne askew.

This
Yeats'

comment that the poem presented a s ong sung by a head after its removal
from the body would lend supp ort to this

new entity. 11

10

Jeffares, P• 71.

lllbid., P• 68 .

view; it's a new rhyme by a
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In "The Secr et Rose

II

the persona looks back upon too past glor ies

of Christianity and f orward t o an apocalypse .

First , too l eave s of the

r ose enfold
The ancient beards ~ the helms of ruby and gold
Of the crowned Magi; and the king whose eyes
Saw the Pierced Hands and Rood of elder rise
In Druid apour and make the torcoo s dim•
Till vain f renzy awoke and he died ••• :

(p. 67, 11. 8-12)
The golden helmets of the crowned Magi not only looks back at the gl ory
of the beginning of Christianity, but l ooks forward to
11

Coming" :

The Second

11

And what rough beast , its hour come round at last ,/ Slouches

t owards Bethlehem to be born 11 (p . lBS , lines 21-22 ).

The feeling for

spiritual unity eclipses that earlier longing for simple escape t o
faeryland .

However , the dark of the moon hint s at the apoclypse :

I , t oo, await
The hour of thy great wirxi of love and hate .
When shall the stars be blown about t he sky,
Like the sparks blown out of a smit hy,
die?
Surely thine hour has come , t hy
at wind bl ows ,
Far- off , most secret , and inviolate Rose ?

(p. 67, 11. 27-32)
11

He Wishes His Beloved Were Dead 11 and "He Wishes for the Cloths of

Heaven, " in which gold and silver wit h the sun an:i
cosmic gyre , share the apoclypt ic des ·

11

•

oon s pin of f on a

He Wishe s His Beloved

ere

Dead" deals with the illusion of perfe ction beyooo death , which t rans-

cends the present world .

The beloved in t he state of blessedne ss would

be forgiving and receptive; things would

be

r ~. ht ·•

, ..ri "" cold and dead,
Were ~ou b u t .1oo.J .... Of::,
out of the West ,
And lights were ~ and bend your re ad,
You would come hit her,
b
st ·
And I would lay my head on your rea '
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And ~o~ would nnmnur tender words ,
Forgrnng me, because you were dead•
Nor would you rise and hasten away •
Though you have too will of the wild bird
But know your hair was bound and wound s'
About the stars and moon and sun:

(p . 70, 11 . 1-10)
nHe Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven" echoes these

· deas
1

of perfection,

peace, and rightness:
Had I the ooaven 1 s embroidered cloths
Enwrought with golden and silver light
The blue and the dim and the dark cloths
Of night and light and the half-light,
I would spread the cloths under your feet:
But I, being poor, have only nzy- dreams;
I have spread my dreams under your feet;
Tread softly because you tread on my dreams .
(p . 70,

11. 1-8)

The cloths of heaven could make the persona successful. in his attempted
love .

Nevertheless, the frustration of his dichotoiey- remains, so the

volwne closes with the longing for the perfect world of the golden sun
and the silver moon where Maud Gonna can be reached , held, a.rrl loved,
woore Ireland will realize its potential for union with too glorious
past, where the foot - trodden dreams can
frustrations of the present world

y find tr

assembled .
or

The h

tion in the ~w

world of spiritual blessings .
Accordingly, he spins himself into the constellations, the

oon

and the stars and sun, in the next poem, "He Thinks of His Past Greatness
When a Part of the Constellations of Heaven . 11

In that transcendent

state, however, he still weeps because re knows 11that his head/ May not
he hair/ Of the woman he loves • • • 11
lie on the breast nor his lips on t
(p. 71, lines 8-10) .
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He has, by the end of this volume of poetry, reached a stalemate •
The silver moon brings madness.
world .

And

The golden sun merely offers a dream-

an apocalyptic blending of sun and moon removes him from any

possible scene of action .

II
In The Seven Woods
----

John Unterecker summarizes the opinion of mst critics concerning
the basic theme of In The Seven oods :

-----

The finished version of this set of poems • • • is
designed to give us a picture of the rejected lover
who at the end gives up all hope . AIXl yet the feeling
of the entire group is not particularly glo
• Partly,
of course , this is because Yeats knew in 1
, when he
established the final order of the poe , not only the
circumstances of Maud Gonna' s """.....,,'"'"8 but as veil the
circumstances which led her in 1905 to
par te from
her husband . Though she had turned to him for no ore
than friendship, Yeats was co orted that be had let
him help arr
e the details of that
ar tion . Be is
consequently c
.fu.l to keep the tone of the
oup of
poems from sounding in ans- w: t r ic .12
While Unterecker 1 s statement gives blanket coveiraa:e of
of the book, there are some signifi
moon imagery within the work which fo

t use

composition

of the gold/sun, silver/
ortive

critical comments now extant and which show the contin

ttern for the
pattern of

Yeats I de veloping imagery.
"The Wi thering of the Boughs, 11 the vol\llll3 's sixth poem, presents a
state that corresponds to the suspended state of Yeats ' life at tre turn
of the century: it is a fear of isolation, either in faeryland, reality,
or, worse, in

tre ..mvst1.·
.., cal

12 unterecker, P • 98.

dream-world of those latter poems in
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~ ~ A m o n g ~ ~.

The moon in this poem brings a mood of stasis ,

and the persona begins to cry when he hears the moon munnuring, for he
fears it is suspended:
~ cried w~en the moon was murmuring to the birds:
Let peewit call and curlew cry where they will
I long for your merry and tender and pitiful wo;ds
For the roads are unending , and there is no place '
to my mind.'
(p. 11 , l l . 1- 4)

This suspended state appears an illusion, similar to that recorded in
11

The Stolen Child" :

"so happy and hopeless , so deaf and blind/ With

wisdom, they wander till the years have gone by" (lines 20-21) .

Only

in this poem: "The honey-pale moon lay low on the sleepy

hill,/ And I

fell asleep upon l onely Echtge of streams 11 (lines S-6) .

Again the

11

dim

moon" drifts ''where the D:maan kind/

ind and Unvirrl their dances when

the light grows cool" (lines 12-13) .

He

s that be has reached this

isolation by his own actions :
No boughs have withered because of the wintry wind;
The boughs have withered because I have told them
my dreams .
(p . 77, refrain )
Under the spell of the moon he gave all his heart and
The hopeless loss is extended in "Adam's Curse."

how lost .
Again under the

worn and hollow moon, t he persona sits with his loved one ; they have
13
ve, 11 watching the da;r and their 1ove die.
grown "quiet at the name Of lo
1114
Withe ·
0 f the Boughs ,
These lovers, like Baile and Aillinn of ''The
ring
see their happiness fade into moon- induced hopelessne ss :

l3Ellmann, P• 103.
14 Jeffares, p . 91.
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We saw the last embers of da 1 . ht d "
And 111
. th
y ig
ie ,
e trembling blue - green of the sky
A moon, worn as if it had been a shell
Washed by time's water s as they rose and fell
About the stars and broke in days and years .
I had a thought for no one, s but your ears •
That y ou we~ beautiful, and that I strove·
To l ove y ou 111 the old high way of love ·
That it had all seemed happy, and yet ~ , d gr own
As weary- hearted as that hollow moon.
(p . 79 , 11 . 29- 38)

Yeats ' mystical illusion appears to grow hollow like the lover ' s moon .
He suggests a growing gulf between his ideal and the reality in which he

is caught .

The feeling of disillusionment
persona asserts that he finds
the mythical woodland of

11

ows in "Under the Moon 11 as the

no happiness in dreaming of Brycelinde , 11

rlin le

nd .

Throughout the poem ' s first

stanza the persona catalogues references to the le enda.ry worlds of
11

La.nd- under - rave , where out of the

oon' a light

the sun I s/ Seven

old sisters wind the threads of tbe long- lived ones 11 (lines 6-7) .
ing opens the portal into these places "laid on a

earn-

olden bier 11 :

And whether I go in my dreams by woodland, or dun or shore ,
Or on the unpeopled waves with
s to pull at the oar,
I hear the harp-string praise them, or hear their mournful

talk .

(p. 80, ll . 14-16)

Finally, the theme of re serve and fear becomes clear in the closing

four -line stanza whe re the illusion bec~s " amished' in the "horn of
the hunter ' s moon 11 :
t ld under the famished horn
Because of someth ing O
between the night and the ~
Of the hunter's moon, that hung
folded in dismay,
To dream of woroon whos~ beau~:s not to be borne •
Even in an old story, 15 a b
(
80 81 11 17- 20 )
PP •

-

'

•

,
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Ano ther poem, "The Ragged Wood, " builds upon the past associations
of the gold/sun, silver/moon cluster :
O hurry . where by water among the trees
The delicate-stepping stag and his lady sigh
:nien they have but looked upon their images-~
would none had ever loved but you and I !
Or have you heard that sliding silver-shoed
Pale silver-proud queen-woman of the sky,
When the sun looked out of his golden hood?-0 that none ever loved but you and II
(p . 81, 11 . 1-8)
Yeats finds himself caught between two polarities: the hope for love and
peace in the dreann-1orld of perfection and tbe hopelessness of the actual
world without love and peace .
The result of the dilemma, a feeling of suspension, prods Yeats in
his quest for some solution .

'The Happy ownland, 11 which closes the In

The Seven Woods voltlllle , focuses clearly upon th situation .
"golden and silver wood" symbolizes the
11

The Man \!Jho DreaJ!l3d of Faeryland . ,J.5

Her e a

r ection of the dream, as in
Her.

r, the antithesis between

sun and moon remains :
The little ox he llIUl,nuired,
1 0 what of the world's
?'
The sun wa6 la hing sweetly,
The moon plucked at
rein;
But the little red fax mw:,nu;red,
•o do not pluck at his rein,
He is riding to the townland
That is the world ' s bane . '

(p. 83, 11. 13-20)

the one "riding to the townland II from
The little fox attemp t s t o lure
ill i
eats I sun laughs in
the present world into too world of
us on .
• 110 what of the world ' s bane? " Bane ,
agreement with the little fox
connotation of ruin .16 Because of
used here in a Blakean sense, has a

lS Jeffares, P • 98 .
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the ruin in the present world, the heart seems justified in its desire
for escape•

But at the same time there is the pull of reality as the

moon plucks at the reins in an attempt to thwart the escape.

The

conflict between the sun and moon represents the conflict in Yeats
between the two worlds.
Although the preceding poems work toward a resolution about the
form of the unified world of perfection, Yeats has continually broken
the :unagery into opposing worlds which must lead him to the point of
decision as to which of the opposing worlds actually offers to man a
meaningful reality, if, in fact, such a meaningful reality exists .

CHAPrER IV

BACK TOWARD REALrrY
I

From , The ~ Helmet• and other Poems

---

The maturation of Yeats as a poet makes a signal shift in The

~ Helmet volume both in style

and sub j ect matter, with a more intense

emphasis on the gold/sun, silver/moon imagery. Robert Beum comments: a
11

surer and less nebulous style was a product of Yeats's imvitable

awakening from passive aestheticism when be entered upon the writing,
producing, and promoting of plays, first for the Irish Ll.terary Theatre
in 1899 and then for the Abbey in 1904. 111 A part of the change can be
attributed to Yeats I interjection into bis poetry of ~olic concepts
found in "The &vmbolism of Poetry" written in 19

• The book deals , t oo,

with Maud Gonne, but she's an apotheosized Maud Oonne . 2 Further, it
brings again the concern with poetic o

ins

am creati

functions , but

the poetics function on a higher level) The gold/sun, silver/moon
images grow more pronounced, giving broader and more subtle references
and reflecting stronger emotions.

Yeats' own sta

nt relates the

change be st:
,_
. Art f William Butler Yeats ( w York :
7tobert Beum, The Poetic_ 0 -,.._.-- ; ; . . - - F. Ungar Publishing Co., 1969), PP• °"Iih-4.5 •

2unterecker, p. 105.

3Beum, pp . 48-9.
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They l_the deliberate artists7 have
ht f
thing it
b
b
soug
or no new
'
may e' ut only to understand and t O
the pure inspiration of ear,~ t;,.,,.,.
b t b
copy
· ·
lif
...., ....,"" s, u ecause the
d ivl.Ile
e Wars upon our outer lif
d
hange · t
e, an must needs
~
. i _s weapons and its movements as we change ours
inspiration has come to them l.Il. b tiful
.
'
ha
eau
startll.Ilg
s pes. • • • and now writers have begun to dwell on
the element of evocation, of suggestion upon what~
call the symbolism in great writers.4 '
The shifts of style and subject matter parallel a shift in the usage of
the gold/sun, silver/moon imagery.

The images became more subtle and

less obtrusive in the poetry and begin to alter in their primary
symbolic representation from an illusion-reality conflict to a more
complex, life-style conflict.

In ''Words" Yeats begins to clarify the new develo
feelings towards the world in which he lives

desired.

nt of his

am the world he has long

The poem also presents an answer to Maud Oonne I s statement,

"The world should thank me for not ,,.a.,..,...IT'ir"'

you. "' It opens with a

lament over the loss of love arxi, in the second stanza, reveals that the
loss has, for a ti.me, brought on

state of weariness:

And I grew weary of the sun
Until my thoughts cleared up ain,
Remembering that the beat I have done
Was done to make it plain .
(p . 88, 11 . S-8)
The sun image simultaneously symbolizes both life--that is , the t

one

has to live--and the poetic quest which Yeats pursued

orously until

the earzy 1900s when he became engulfed in the theater •

It could

il and labor of the ere ative process and
easily represent, too, the to

4reats, "The Symbolism of Poetry, " PP •
5Unterecker, P •

105.

154-55 .
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the resulting physical st rain .

The broadened scope of the sun image

thus shows a part of the changed Yeats .
In "The Coming of Wisdom With Time" the sun image becomes once

again a symbol of the illus i ve quest l ike that of the early Yeats
"riding to the t ownland/ Tpat is the world, s bane 11 :
Though leaves are many, the root is one;
Through all the lying days of my youth
I swayed my leaves and flowers in the sun;
Now I may wither into the truth.
(p . 92 , ll . 1- 4)
Though the sun of both "Words II and 11The Coming of Wisdomn represents a
quest , t he former sun looks forward to the new quest of poetic reality,
while the latter sun looks back to the old quest of escape ,
A new association of the gold image appears in 11 The

Unter ecker says ,

sk . 11

rwba.t I s behind the Mask is of no consequence so long as

1

it engenders the curiosity which must not be satisfied . 116 Thus the
substance and appearance must be the engenderers:
, Put off that mask of burning gold
With emerald eyes . '
, o no , my dear, you make so bold
To find if hearts be wild and wise,
And yet not cold .'
' I would but fW wha.t , s there to find ,
Love or deceit • 1
, It was the mask engaged your
And after set your heart to beat,
Not what I s behind , 1
'But lest you are my enemy,
I must enquire • ' t all that be;
, O no , my dear, le
but fire
What matter, so there is

In you, in me?

6

unterecker, P • 109°

1

(p . 93,

u.

1-15 )

The gold and emerald become the notches t o the "key of all Yeats ,
plays and poems about ambiguities of personality. 117 The gold and
emerald- -both rich and precious elements--symbolize the qualities of
life that make life desirable f r om the Yeatsean viewpoint : "Yeats
believed in courage , aristocratic oppositions , and inmtortality. 118

The

Mask he dons displays at one time or another all these characteristics
encrusted in the gold.
The aristocratic face of the mask becomes donrlnant in "Upon a
House Shaken by the Land Agitation . 11

Too house of the poem belonged to

Lady Gregory and represents the aristocracy Yeats admired so much as he

walked among the beauties of the Gregory- estate, Coole Park.

The fourth

line captures the desirability of the house and the aristocracy: "To
breed the lidless eye that loves the sun . 11 The lidless eye belongs to
directly into the sun .

the eagle , t he only creature capable of loo
of thee

Thus Yeats draws from the Blakean us

t he imagery as 11a symbol for an active objecti

e

the sun, using

person, 119 who is both

artist and aristocrat .
11 The se Are the Clouds II continues the
reference to the eagle, s eye .
to the preceding poem

11

But the us

e along with its
e here develops an antithesis

1..~1-nn because now the weak,
Upon a House S

=

0

easant

7Unterecker, p . 109 .
.
ingale· essays on Some Principles
nona1d stauffer , ~ ~l~en ~~rYeat~
w York: Macmillan
~ Poet@ in the Wies of William:;.;;.- - Co ., 19 ) , p • 17 •

8

9 Jeffares , p . 109 .
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types of the

11

Clouds 11 destroy the aristocratic glory:

These ~e the clouds about the fallen sun,
The maJesty that shuts his burning eye:
The weak lay hand on what the strong has done
Till that be tumbled that was lifted high
'
And discord follow upon unison
And all things at one common l~vel lie.
(p. 94, ll. 1-6)
Likewise, the sun falls and its eye becoroos shut.

Yeats foreshadows

here the despair he feels toward the Irish masses in Responsibilities ,
where he repeats the sun and eagle image, and where he looks back at
the despair he felt earlier with the commonality of the silver-sandled
sea that had destroyed the golden past of Ireland .
11

At Galway Races" introduces tbe moon image to this vol

plus

another change in the subject matter of the work, the cycles and phases
of life.

The first cycle reviews the glorious past , the second cycle

the present commonality, and the third cycle the hope
when things shall return to greatness :
There where the course is,
Delight makes all of the ore mind,
The riders upon the galloping ho aes,
The crowd that closes in behind:
We too had good atterxianc once ,
He~rs' and hearteners of the work;
Aye horsemen for companions,
Bef~re the m:3rchant a.rrl the clerk
Breathed on the world with timid breath•
Sing on: som:3where at sOim! new moon,
We'll learn that sleeping is noitde~
Hearing the whole earth ~ e . s
'
Its flesh being wild, and it again
Crying aloud as the racecourse is,
And we find hearteners among ~n
That ride upon horses.
(p . 95,
1-16)

u.

o

the future
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With the new moon image there appear

s a

h
ope that things can and will

be reversed, that a new day will reveaJ. itself in the glory of some
past that is reminiscent of the earlier works.
In the final poem of The Green Helmet
__,;.;..;;.;.~ vo1ume , "Brown Peney, 11 the
verse flows free and jaunty like the spirit of the young lover who could
be Aengus except that his quest b

·
egins and ems in the present world of

the lover's moon :
For he would be thinking of love
Till the stars had run away
And the shadows eaten the moon.

{p . 96, 11. 12-14)
Yeats' life concept continues t o mo
wisdom that age brings .

, it seems, closer to the

And that wisdom, in turn,

down into a reality of love and a world of t
symbolized in the young lover's moon .

pears to lead him

ibles that he finds

Certainly he bas

oved steadily

away from t he earlier dream world with its illusion of perfection, as
the separation of the gold/sun, silver/

on cluster illustrates .

II
Responsibilities
Most accomplished poets take opportunity t some point in their
careers t o make a statement about their

istic theories .

Yeat s does

so in Re sponsibilities, though not all critics will accept it as his
major ~ poetica, especially Harold Blo

.10 Yet it deserves

study because Yeats I use of the gol d/ sun,

silver/moon ·
h

this volume focuses on poetic theory • Furt e
of the volume adds to its credib

10

Bloom, p. 171.

Ore

ful

er., within

the unique stru ture
'

ility as a poetic statement .

It opens

with an introductory ars poetica.

.
.
italics without a title and closes
Both verses make
direct comments about Yeats'
-

in the same manner .

---..;;;;.:,,;:, ll1

feelings for his art .
11

Pardon, old fathers

• • • " catalogues his paternal and maternal

heritage, from which Yeats obtained the desire to write • To carry on
the heritage became a challe

nge more noble than the challenge to carry

on name:
You most of all , silent and fierce old man
Bec~use the daily spectacle that stirred '
:t,zy- ancy' and set my boyish lips to say
' Only the wasteful virtues earn the sun~' ·
Pardon that for a b~n passion's sake'
Although I h~ve come close on forty- ~ ,
I have no child, I have nothing but a book
Nothing but that to prove your blood and mine .
(p . 99 , 11 . 15-22)
The sun image represents here the artistic goal and the creative power
of the mind that reaches out thro

h the mundane shell o

strives to write them down in a book or a verse .

Like the Bla.kean eagle ,

Yeats felt he must be able to look directly into his

BWl,

commonplace in life, which meant that in the eyes of utili
his work would be wasted since it would not produc

eaJ. ty, with

soar above the
an society

the tangible things

like children, or food, or clothing .

In "The Grey Rock" human action relates to Yeats ' elevated view of
his work .

Stanza six, through the sun image , clarifies the relationship

of the noble matter of poetry to the noble action necessary to produce
it .

The stanza develops arowid the restoration of Ireland after the
hu-

Scandinavian invasions by Ma].ac,v
respectively . 11

The swi image, equa

11 Jeffares, p . 122 .

Brian Boru in 980 A. D. and 1014 A. D.

and

t;na the duration of the battle to a
-

'b

40
day-, emphasizes Yeats' realization that expediency and immediacy are a
·
h
Part of noble human action, and that there is
as ort time limit upon
man striving to achieve his goal:

'The Danish troop was driven out
Between the dawn and dusk , she said.
' Although the event was l~ng in doubt
Although the King of Ireland, s dead '
And half the kings, before sundown
All was accomplished.

(p. 103, ll. 65-70)
A feeling of despair with old age begins to show here and becomes more

pronounced as the voltnne progresses.

Yeats senses an imroodiate need to

accomplish his goal now for his own sun was drawing toward evening.
11

To a Wealtey Man Who Promised a Second Subscription to the Dublin

Municipal Gallery if it We re Proved the People Wanted Pictures 11 repeats
the sun image in association with both the nobility and the Blakean
eagle •

0:3 aling primarily with Irelal'Xi ' s social b sene ss regarding a.rt,

the poem works the sun/eagle

into

ol for the opposite of

baseness, true artistic taste:
Look up in the sun's eye alXi ive
What the exultant bee.rt calls ood
That some new day~ breed tll3 best
Because you gave, not what they would ,
But the right twigs for
e le' s nest!

(p. 1o6, 11. 32-36)

The poet must not allow the so ial st
ideal standard .

,irviAl'O

At this point Yeats still

to lure him away fro

the

s above the world of

cti
it con ins , cont inuing to
tangibles, cont inuing to fear the da.stru on
the 0 l d silver cup of "Too
be afraid it will tarnish his work as it did
and expose the weaknesses of
Grey Rock . 11 So he begins to explore
reality under the lover's moon.
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In

11

The Three Beggars" the

•
moon JJnage develops as the antithesis

of the world of nobility associated with the sun.

King Guaire offers

the beggar who can fall asleep first a thousand poW1ds:
And when the second twilight brought
The frenzy of the beggars' moon
None closed his blood-shot eyes but sought
To keep his f~llows from their sleep;
All shouted till their anger grew
And they were whirling in a heap.

(p .

no,

11.

42-47)

But each beggar, rather than trying to sleep, attempts to keep the
others awake, displaying selfishness and perversion.

The moon seems to

have distorted the beggars' minds.
Besides beggarly attitudes, Yeats senses that those under the
influence of the moon are self deceived, as is the harlot of
from , The Player Queen 1 • 11

The persona, the harlot's da

song which expresses a strong ye
the earlier work

11 The

A Song

hter, sings the

for the ideal, eternal world of

Song of Wamering Aengus II s

}ty' mother dandled lm3 and

, How young it is, oow yo
And made a golden cradle
That on a willow swung.

, He went away,' my mother
,
'When I was brought to bed,'
And all the while her needle pulled
The gold and silver thre •
She
And
And
Was

11

ad
pulled the thread and bit the t
made a golden gmm,
that I
wept because she had dre
born to wear a crown .

mv mother sang,
t , uv
'When she was go,
, I heard a sea-new cry,
f
:w a Dake of the yellow oam
And Sa
That dropped upon my thigh • I

42
How
The
And
The

therefore could sh he
gold into
ha. e lp but braid
rrr:r u-,
dream that I should C
golden top of care? a.rry

(p. ll8, ll. 1-20)
The daughter's mother wants to believe that something divine occurred
during the conception and, as a result
a queen.

her da ht

,

ug

er

will

someday become

Because of the dream the mother made a "golden cradle" and a

dress of "gold and silver" thread.

Again the fused iJllages represent a

dream of perfection; tha "golden gown, 11 the gold braid, and the "golden
top of care" fill only the heart of a mother who sees herself as a Leda.
She foreshadows the ideal developed in 11 Leda and the Swan" that same of
the divine can be instilled in man.

But at most the union with the

divine is incomplete and momentary.

The dream breaks into reality for

the daughter who recognizes the dream-illUBion of her other.

Of course,

Hazard Adams argues that "Leda and the Swan 11 "approaches a spiritual

union--like that of Blake--but leaves the question unresolved. 11

s a

result, Adams stipulates that there 'is no resolution, onl.y the gyring
aw~ of history to a new f aJ J 1 ng apart.
and inarticulate. 1112

Vision is

The daughter, too, has realized the delusion

turned toward those things which are t
11 A

menta.ry, personal,

aoo

ible.

=-ft, aspect
of the lover's moon to
Memory of Youth" shows the .I.J..Ud,.L
•

which Yeats objects: the impotency Of

Ol d

aO'A

--e- •

J'.!ffares observes that

.
of love lJlto
a cold, de ad .stone •13
too poem represent s the '-ft--ieru.ng'
l&GU'-"

seem plenteou.s and capable
In stanza one all the attributes of 1ove
until

11 A

t

cloud blown from the cut- thr oa

1 2Hazard Adams, Blake ~ ~ :
Russell and Russell, 1 ~ P• 20 •

13 Jeffares, p. 143 •

orth/ Suddenly hid Love's Moon

~ Contrary Vision (Nev York:

43

away 11 (lines 6- 7) •

The moon like Ma d
.
'
u Gonne in ~ ~ Among ~
Reeds, becomes distant and unattainabl
But
.
.
e.
at this t:une Yeats was
with Maud again in Normanay-14 and had found
h
.
a new ope for his love .
stanza three reveals the new- found hope as hi
s moon reappears:
And had been savagely undone
Were it not that Love upon the cry
Of a most ridiculous little bird
Tore from t he clouds his marvellous moon.

(p. 121, 11 . 18-21 )
The message seems to go beyond t he single theme of

l over• s death .

Yeats , by offsetting uses of the moon image, suggest s a hope t hat love
can be renewed and illustrates his re ject ion of the Player Queen• 6
daughter I s ac ceptance of the present world .

The change between t he two

stanzas depicts clearly the cont inuing vacillation of Yeats between
optimi sm and pessimism, bet ween hope and despair , between illusion and
reality .
"The Mag i

II

further illust r te s the inability of Yeats

point to focus clearly on eit her world , illusion or reality .
poem the t hree Magi who

COl1W3

t o t he birth of his ne

instead of gold, a s did t he Magi who vi.sited the b
era .

b

h of the

In the

silver
hristian

The change from gold t o silver apparently represents Yeats ' desire

for a t otally different new age .
~

a

t this

He

C

nts on the de sired change in

Vision :
b
the new antithetical, the
When the old pr imary ec~me st .
or al law is c ged
. t ·
fan ob Jec ive m
old reali sa ion o
t . tinct The wor ld of
•
t urbulen ins
•
into a subconscious .
by ' the uncontr ollable
rigid custom and law ~ bro:~ ~ 5
mystery upon t he bestial n
•
1 4Jeffares, p . 143.

l ~villiam Butler Yeat s , A Vision
1953), p . 105.

( New York: The Macmillan Co .,

Having examined more closely the tangible real world, Yeats feels more
unsatisfied by its limitations and its changes which bring impotency.
His feelings of frustration and yearning for a change grow stronger .
The gold/ sun, silver/moon imagery has moved through the
~~onsibilities volmne to the antithesis of first the world of
deterioration and second the world of permanence . Yet Yeats withholds
his choice of either world , though he stands most near a world of

permanence built upon art .

CHAPTER V
THE QUEST FOR ARTISTIC CREATION
I

The Wild ~ at ~ volwne, published in 1919, at a time in
Yeats' life when he was much distressed by his thwarted love for Maud
Gonne, presents an evaluation of each of the opposing worlds, reality
and illusion, as Yeats conceived them at the close of Responsibilities .

Feeling the pressure of his loneliness, Yeats as the poet -seeker pursues
his quest for the m:ians that will at last allow him to esc pe the world
which subjects him to depression.

The depth of his cont

lation of tbe

two opposing worlds and his complex decision is illustrated again in the
imagery .

The force of the gold/ sun

s in this ail var/ oon phase of

Yeats I work builds upon past usages and e xp.ancLS to new one •
1

"Under the Roum Tower " returns to a sett

c

on to Ye ts'

escape theme: a fairyland or place of blessedn ss :
Upon a grey old battered to
one
In Glendalough be side the stre ,
Where the O'Byrnes and Byrnes are buried,
He stretched his bones az:x1 fell in a
Of sun and moon that a good hour
Bellowed and pranced in the round tower;
Of golden king and silver lady,
Bellowing up and bellowing round,
Till toes mastered a sweet
a.sure,
Mouth mastered a sweet ~und,
.
round and prancl.Dg up
Prancing
the top.
Until they pranced
135, 11. 7-18)

up(;.

I ,'
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The gold/sun, Silver/moon images represent the state of blessedness in
fairYland, and, as Richa rd Ellmann points out, Yeats

11

uses too dance to

represent both the state of fairyland and the state of blessedness,
rea]JnS not identical but a.kin. 111 These states al.so symbolize unity,
since Yeats noted that the dancer cannot be separated from the dance.
Yeats puts his persona, Billy Byrne, in the graveyard at
cn,endalough, Co. Wicklow .

There, near round towers built for protection

again.St Scandinavian invaders, Billy falls asleep, resting his head on
the tombstone of his great-grandfather's grave .

While asleep, he dreams
inviting :

of the world where all seems joyous and gay

That golden king and that wild lady
Sang till stars began to fade,
Hands gripped in hams, toes close together,
Hair spread on the wind they
e;
That lady and that golden k
Could like a brace of blackbirds sing .

(p. l3S, ll . 19-24)

The dream lures the poor beggar fro
frustration.

bis pre

Yet Yeats does not allow

nt reality, his c

to be c

That is, the poem does not end with Bil..ly tr pe

nt

le 11 c ugbt w~.

din the illusion of

re ,

his dream and fantasy as in the persona 1n "Tbe Stolen
into their state

the golden king and silver lady, whirl
moon,

perfection with its united sun
birds

,

II

changed .

were to Bill$ nothing more th an

0

inging "like a brace of black-

n that his luck

od

He awakes with hope :

luck is broken,'
, It, s certain t~~ibird Bi.llY said;
That ramb~ing
I 'll pick a pocket
' Before n~gh~f
feather bed.
And snug it in a
of home
1
th
I cannot find
~h~;7~ battered to •
On great-grandfa
(p. 1 36,
25-30)

k

u.
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tab
The dream world, while not tot~,,~ accep
le, moves closer to becoming
acceptable as an offering of hope .
"Lines Written in Dejection" develops in detail the particular
frustrations of Yeats during the time he composed The
Coole .

ild Swans at

When Yeats wrote the poem, he was beginning to view his life

moving rapidly into the stages of peysical impotency.

This impotency

would, of course, add to tre bitterness of his already defeated love.
Additionally, the years at the theater had taken a toll on bis creative
powers , as indicated in his Autobiography:

I often wonder if my talent will ever recover from the
heterogeneous labour of these last few years. The
younger Hallam says that vice does not destroy genius
but that the heterogeneous does . I cry out vainly for
liberty and have ever less and less inner l ife . 2
This feeling of dejection gave Yeats new zeal 1n his search for something
t o fill the void of life :
When have I last looked on
The round
en eyes and the lo wavering bodies
Of the dark leopards of the oon?
All the wild witches, those ost noble ladies,
For all their broom-sticks
their te a,
Their angry tears, are gone •
ished.
The holy centaurs of the hills
'
I have nothing but the embittered sun;
Banished heroic mother moon aoo vanished,
And now that I have co
to ifty years
I must endure the timi~p~43-l
Jeffares points out that the sun

and moon in

objectivity and subjectivity respec

11

, 11 . 1-11)

IJ.ne s " rep

nt

tfull.Y 3 The sub jectivity is a
•

tobiographY ( w York: The Macmillan
¾illiam Butler Yeats , Au
Co., 1953) , p. 484.

3Jeffare s, P • 177 .
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correlat i on f or Yeats ' poetry and the kind of creativity symbolized by
the sexual union of his Solomon and Sheba .

It has been too long since

his last creative act, for creativity had been replaced by the mundane
r e straints of his utilitarian business interests .

These restraints ,

like Blake I s ''Mundane Shell, " were another of the many fo:nns in the
present world from which he longed to escape .

The sun, emb i ttered and

t imid, becomes the symbol of his restrained life .
His longing to escape t he "timidne ss" of the sun is verified in
t wo poems that follow "Lines . 11

"The Dawn" and

moon image with a singular connotation .

The

11

0n Women" both use the

oon serves as the centr al

symbol of t he visionary cyclic pattern and has , as its main function,
the guidance of man 1 s hist orical cycle . 4 This latter function receives
strong emphasi s in t he two poems .
"The Dawn" r epresents, in one particular sens , both

new dawn

and a new l ife , and , t hus , a new opportunity:
I would be ignorant s the dawn
That has looked down
t
On t hat old queen
asur
With the pin of a brooch,
Or on the withered
n that
w
From the ir pedantic Babylon
The carele ss pl anet s in their courses,
The stars f ade out where the oon c . s,
And t ook t heir tablets
did
'
b ign0 r ant as the dawn
I would e
.
eking the gl i te
coach
That merely at ood, ro
of the horse s ·
Above the cl oudy shoul~ r !,_ is worth
str
I would be - -for no know e'-"6ton as the dawn .
Ignorant and wan
(p . 1 44, 11 . 1-14)

4reat s , A Vis i o:Q, PP• 87- 9 •
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The moon image relates this new life to the birth of the generation that
came from Leda and the swan in Yeats 1 nzythology,

There will be another

new creation when the moon returns to that phase which brings history
around to the point where present systems will be blotted out just as
the 11Ba,bylonian Mathematical Starlight 11 systems were blotted out by Leda
and the swan.

110n Women" strengthens the rebirth idea,
is bound up in both moon and womano

Hope for another change

The moon will bring about the proper

phase for the woman to give birth a second ti.loo :
What else He give or keep
God grant me--no, not here,
For I am not so bold
To hope a thing so dear
Now I am growing old ,
But when, if the tale 1 s true ,
The Pestle of the moon
That pounds up all anew
Brings me to birth
ain-To find what once I h
And know what once I have known,
Until I am driven
•

S)

(p. 145, ll. 24-3

After the new birth there will be, perhaps , an opportunity to
vision of hope Yeats had felt in the
Ireland, a Maud Gonne

~

ind the

his new
vol

a poetic reality
that would accept his 1 ove,

where life could be full and rew

arding and Yeats could

e" (lines
Solomon/ That Sheba led a danc
Birth and death appe ar

to become

as his desire for escape intensifies.

11

11 ve like

42-43) ,
ost synonymous te
At the dea

s

or Yeats

of Mabel Beardsley

.

ems which cont1nue the

.
ies of seven po
he was moved to write a ser
h her death a
d to Yeats th.roug
dsley conveye
separation theme. Bear
frOlil the troubles of the
a
release
f
4.,., the form 0
freedom that com.es .,....
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now-world here symbolized by the •
llllage of the dog baying at the moon.
The release is the same as the rel
b
ease rought by the new birth in "On
women" :
Because the priest must have like e
.
Or keep us all awake with bav-ina atvethry dog his day
,.r
d
.
., - "I:>
e moon
vve an our dolls being but the world were be~t away•

(p. 156, 11. 10-12)
Yeats gives a complete picture of the new cycle he envisions for
his life, evolving through the gold/ sun, silver/moon imagery, in t hree
similar poems as he brings to a c l o s e ~ ~ ~ a t ~ : 11Ego
Dominus Tuus,

11

"The Phases of the Moon, 11 and "The Double Vision of

Michael Robartes. 11

Ellmann summarizes the use of the imagery rere:

"Yeats preferred, however, to limit the lunar symbol to the description
of the self as it shifts through a multitude of lives, in some of them
tending towards the energetic personality, which Yeats calls 'subjectivity, 1 of a Renaissance hero, and sometimes towards the sheering away of
personality and the assertion of undistinguished equality, which he
calls 'objectivity, 1 of Christ or, he thinks, of Marx as

_____,

In "Ego Dominus Tuus

II

wen. 115

the moon image functions as a backdrop f or

Ille I s concepts and observations of life which are all in the subject ive
and which are, as Unterecker points out, revelations of the search for
"his own true nat ure. u6 Hi· c establishes Ille, s present st ate under the
moon:
On the grey sand besi. de the s hallowhstreamtill
.
beat en tower ' w ere s
Under your old wind•de the open book
b
A lamp burns on esi
alk in the moon,
That Michael Robartes leftd
~est of life, still t race,
And, though you have pas::rable delusion,
Enthralled by the unconq
Magical shapes.
(p. 157, ll. 1-7 )

r~:

5Ellmann,

p . 157°

6unterecker, P • 147°
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And at this t ime Ye at s, t oo, has come t o

u.al'
h'
s
ize is quest as a
th
quest f or e magical shapes which Will transport him into the potential
vi·

reality only the poetic genius can create.
11

The Phases of the Moon" underscores th1.· s ho e f
t·
p or a new crea ion.
Robartes tells of the various phases of the moon in his song and also
notes the two stages where there is no life:
Twenty-and-eight the phases of the moon,
The .f'u1.l and the moon's dark and all the crescents
Twenty-and-eight, and yet but six-and-twenty
'
The cradles that a man must needs be rocked in:
I
For there s no human life at the full or the dark.

{p. 161, 11. 24-28)
In the full of the moon no life can exist because phase

15 is the point

of complete subjectivity, selfhood, and full creative power:
Robartes. When the moon I s full those creatures
of the full
Are met on the waste hills by countrymen
Who shudder and hurry by: body and soul
Estranged amid the strangeness of themselves,
Caught up in contemplation, the mind I s eye
Fixed upon images that once were thought;
For separate, perfect, and immovable
Images can break the solitude
Of lovely, satisfied, indifferent eyes.

{p. 162, ll. 68-76)

The important statement
those of phase

15

.
l.n

this section concerns the isolation that

feel because they are "estranged" from their country-

men "amid the strangeness of themselves • " Yeats does not care, eit her,
.
at this point: in fact the desire
if his introspection brings separat 1.on
t o be separate seems to be his st ronges t motive • Further, he believes
.
. h
that his images and symbols, with whic
meaningful reality, will be able
satisfied, indifferent eyes. II

re will create his new and

to "break the solitude/ Of lovely,
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At the dark of the moon no lif
.
e can exist because in phase l man
is suspended in the death-birth cy 1
c e where he moves between the real
world and the world of the soul:
Aherne .
That the last servile

And what of those
crescent has set free?

Robarte s. Be cause all da k lik
They are cast beyond t~,
e those . that are all light,
"""'..;...,
verge, and in a cloud
\M.J ... ,g ~o one another like the bats;
,
And having no desire they cannot tell
What, s good or bad, or what it is to t . h
At the perfection of one's own obedien~~~
And yet they speak what, s blown into the mind·
Deformed beyond defonnity unformed
'
Insipid as the dough befo~ it is b~ed
They change their bodies at a word.
'
Aherne.

And then?

Robarte s ~ When all the dough has been so kneaded up
That it can take what fonn cook Nature fancies
The first thin crescent is wheeled round once more.

(p. 163,

u.

95-109)

The hope here is based upon the concept of reincarnation and a feeling
that

11

cook Nature" will fancy a better fonn in the next life. The view

of death as not undesirable continues at this point, but it becomes
noticeably less desirable.

At least the death-birth cycle offers

release from the present pain brought on by the 11 crumbling of the moon"
after phase 15:
Robartes And after that the crumbling of the moon.
The s;ul remembering its loneliness
Shudders in many cradles; all is changed~
It would be the world's servant~ ~d as it serves,
Choosing whatever task's mos~ difficult
Among tasks not impossible, it takes
Upon the body and upon the soul
The coarseness of the drudge •
(p. l 63, ll. 80- 87 )
Yeats appears willing now to accep
an escape into phase

t either form of escape, but prefers

15 with his creative innerself •
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''The Double Vision of Michael Robartes11

states this hope for

creative regeneration forcefully int
fifteen .

enns of the moon's phases one and
The first phase , ''When the 0 ld
.
moon is vanished from the sky/

And the new still hides her hornn {lines 2-4),
illustrates the cosmos
in its chaotic form. There all forms are:
Contsthraine~, az:-r~igned, baffled, bent and unbent
ese wire-Jointed jaws and limbs of
d
Them.selves obedient,
woo ,
Knowing not evil and good.

By

Obedient to some hidden magical breath.
They do not even feel, so abstract are they
So dead beyond our death
'
Triumph that we obey.
'
{pp. 167-168, 11. 9-16)
Here t he hope built upon reincarnation dwindles, and death becomes a
gloomy state.

But the fifteenth phase illustrates the cosmos in its

ordered fom, represented by the union of a little girl's dance between
the two basic forms of knowledge--the east and west respectfully--the
Buddha and the Sphinx. 7 At this time of order there is no life as

collillonly experienced, yet there is a recognizable fonn, for they ''were
dead yet flesh and bone 11 (line 48).

The third part of the poem presents life in all its dualities,
the life that grows out of the artistic quest.

11

Being caught between

the pull/ Of the dark moon and the full" seems to relate Yeats
of being trapped in the conflicting phases of the moon:
that I had seen had seen at last
I 1mew
'•
· hts hold fast
That girl my unremembering nig
Or else my dreams that fly
If I should rub an eye,

I

feeling
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And yet i n flying flin .
A crazy juice that
g into my meat
As though I had b makes the pulses beat
een undone
By Homer's Paragon
Who never gave the burn.
To such a pitch of ro,,~I townb a thought;
B ·
.,_....,
am rought
eing caught bet ween the pull
,
Of the dark moon and the full

,

That commonness of thought and images
That have t he frenzy of our west ern seas
Thereon I made nzy- moan
•
And after kissed a sto~e

,

And. after that arranged it in a song
Seeing that I, ignorant for so long
Had been rewarded thus
'
In Connac I s ruined house.

(p. 169, ll. 49-68)
Yeats l eaves The ~ Swans at ~ volume longing for that artistic
world where t he poet-seeker can find meaningful reality.

His longing

continually int ensified, but only at this point does he seem capable of
breaking the f ear that the artistic world might bring total isolation
and separat ion .

He stands on the brink ready for the final step into

t he art ist i c world represented by the gold/sun aspect of his imagery.
II
Michael Robartes ~ ~ Dancer
The creation of the golden world, which has emerged as t he ob ject
of Yeat s• poetic quest through the preceding volwoos, develops slowly
because of Yeats• demand that his work exhibit polished perfection.
The completed product of Yeats'

C

reative power can be easily grasped

of Michael Robarte s ~ ~
in The Tower volume without the reading
·t · ·ty of the process of bringing int o
Dancer, but the tremandous sens i 1 vi
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being t he work cannot be experienced without reading it.

For Yeats uses

this volume t o convey his emotional involvement and also to sharpen the
focus of the gold/ sun, silver/moon imagery as the emotion and imagery
inte rweave in t he final preparations for "Sailing to Byzantium. 11
"Solomon and the Witch" begins the unfolding of the vision with
the moon set in phase

15,

one of its two phases where there is neither

life or death, but man in suspension.

Here the act of creation takes

place: literally, Yeats felt this was the period of history when the
new, opposite age would be born (as he wrote later in 11The Second
Coming 11): figuratively, Yeats felt himself at this point in his work
ready to bring forth his own new, opposite world.

The sexual act becomes

Yeats r symbol for the creative process in the poem, with the climax
corresponding to the death of the present world:
And thus declared that Arab lady:
, La.st night where under the wild moon
On grasgy m~ttress I had laid me,
Within my anns great Solomon,
I suddenly cried out in a strange tongue
Not his, not mine.•
Who understood
Whatever has been said, sighed, sung,
. d
Howled, miau-d, barked, braye d , be lied , yelled, crie,
crowed,
Thereon replied: "A cockerel b h
Crew from a blossoming appleh o:.u_
h dr d years before t e
'
Three un e
but that he thought,
And would not now
·th Choice at last,
Chance being at one wi
ht
All that the brigand appl~ :o~ last.
And this foul world w,;;. ~74-175, ll. 1-16)
opposite age is dawning,
The cocker el cr ows because he believes the new,
.
tion is dawning. T. R. Henn
as Yeats believes his new' opposite crea
up on "the capacity of
observe s that this hope f or the new age res t s
•
118
shortcomings,
lovers t o discover, r ef l ect , enlarge each other's

8

Henn, p .

58 .
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and symbolically, of course , tm hope rest

th
.
s upon e capacity of the poet
and his muse to accomplish the same on an artistic level.
The

st

reng

th

of Yeat s , hope at this point expresses itself twice

in the poem, both ti.mes in relationship to the moon image.

The first

expression praise s the moon which has brought about the opportunity for
the creative act: "Therefore a blessed moon last night/ Gave Sheba to
her Solomon" (lines 31-32).

The second expression cries out for the

effort to continue until the conception has taken place: "And the moon
i s wilder every minute./ O! Solomon! let us try again" (lines 43-44).
And not only does Yeats continue the effort, but he also heightens his

anticipation of the freedom and joy the new golden age apparently holds
before him, when the conflicts of the present age are past.
In the "Demon and Beast" the resolution of the conflict makes a
momentary appearance, bringing a vision of the freedom and joy that is
to come:
For certain minutes at the least
That crafty demon and that loud beast
That plague me day and night
Ran out of my sight;
Though I had long perned ~ the gyre,
Between my hatred and desire,
I saw my freedom won
And all laugh in the sun•

(p. 183, 11. 1-8)

The sun image must be taken in light of the "freedom won," f or it, like
t he rest of the poem, de

als with the separation freedom brings.

who are laughing can be equated with the

11

Those

untnrmen II of "The Phases of
co

as they see the creature of the
the Moon" who "shudder and hurry by"
t his golden/sun world, he moves
full moon. A.s Yeats moves closer 0
. . the silver/moon world.
ill rema.lll in
farther away from those who w
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Never does consciousne ss of d. t
is

ance between creative

man leave Yeat s I poetry.

man and normaJ.

But f or now t he vision of the

freedom and · t
Joy he new world offers
absorbs Yeats . Stanza three of "Demon and Be t
as " describes the
blessedne ss of this new world (though gold/
.
.
sun ,imagery is not used here,
there is an important artistic belief
of Yeats revealed which sheds further
development on that imagery):
But s?on a tear-drop started u
For. aimless joy had made me st~
Beside the little lake
To watch a white gull take
A bit of bread thrown up into the air;
Now gyring down and perning there
He splashed where an absurd
Portly green-pated bird
Shook off the water from his back•
Being no more demoniac
'
A stupid happy creature
Could rouse rrry whole nature
(pp. 183-84, u. 21-32)
0

Yeats explained this feeling of joy:
The arts are the bridal chambers of joy. No tragedy
is legitimate unless it leads some great character to
his final joy. • • • Some Frenchman has said that farce
is the struggle against a ridiculous object, comedy
against a movable object, tragedy against an immovable;
and because the will, or energy, is greatest in tragedy,
tragedy is the more noble; but I add that 'will or energy
is eternal delight, 1 and when its limit is reached it may
become a pure, aimless joy, tb,ough the man, the shade,
still mourns his lost object.9
As the bridal chambers of joy, the arts are the object of desire.

in art can the limits of will and energy be reached.

9 Jeffares, p . 236.

Only

The vision which
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has brought to Yeats this realization lead

him
s

on in the quest as poet-

seeker for that reality where the .

Joy and f r eedom can become e st abl i' s hed,

not momentary:

Yet I am certain as can be
That every nat ural vi ct ory
Belongs to beast or demon
That never yet had freema~
Ri ght mastery of natural things
An~ t hat mere growing old, that\rings
Chilled blood, this sweetness brought•
Yet have no dearer thought
'
Than that I may find out a way
To make it linger half a day.

(p. 184,

n.

33-42)

The way to make it l inger, in Yeats• mind, means creating a reality of

art, a golden world with a happy sun.
11

The Se cond Coming" offers another reason for Yeats• desire for a

world over which he would possess control and, by further developing the
contrast between the worlds of the beast and the poet's protected t ower,
makes dramat ic t he setting of Yeats' gold/sun, silver/moon imagery as
t hey devel op the search for a meaningful and acceptable reality.

The

poem's mo st dominant emotion is fear, the fear of what the new age of
history would be like:
The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out
When a vast image out of Spiritus ~
Troubles rrry sight: somewhere in sands of the desert
A shape with lion body and the head of a man,
A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun,
.
Is moving its slow thighs, while all ~o~t it
Reel shadows of t he in~ignant desert
s.
The darkness drops agam; but now I
That twenty centuries of stony sl~ep adl
. htmare by a rocking er e,
Were vexed to nig t ·t hour come around at last,
And what r ough beas 'e~e! to be born?
Slouche s toward Bet~p. 185, ll.ll-22)

i!:

The world of the beast , full Of

·
and
frust rations, loneliness, de spair,
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0 ~en

defeat , find s represent ation in Yeats' mind as a ''blank and

pitiless" sun .

Certainly this sun, over which he has no control,

contrast s dramatically with the sun of joy that would light the world of
his creat ion.

Here in the present world the conflicting desires of love

and hate blind man, the gold and silver lack refinement and union,
reflecting the baseness of man's nature.
The world of The Tower, that follows, apparently finds fulfillment
for each of the lacking areas of the beast I s world.

This latter world

Yeats represents as the full of the moon, the nobility of the eagle able
to gaze directly into the proud sun, and the unified and refined gold
and silver bringing to man an existence above and beyond the mundaneness
of the beast's world.

Yeats prays:
And may these characters remain
When all is ruin once again.

(p. 188, ll. S-6)

III
The Tower
The introductory poem o f ~ ~ vo

lume makes Yeats, declaration

that the long-hoped-for creation had come at last:
An aged man is but a paltry thing,
a stick wtl.e ss
A tattered coat upon d . ' and louder sing
Soul clap its han~s ~s
dress,
For every tatt:r ~aischool but studying
Nor is there smg .. 'b
if· cence •
'
Monwnents of i·t s own magn
Uedi the seas
and come
And therefore I have sa tium
To the holy city of ~;~191,•u. 9-16)

::Jtl

.
the pattern of Yeats' work
ha been fallowing
And for the reader who
s
.
al fulfills a long.
the withdraw
through the gold/ sun, silver/moon imagery
ld of Byzantium is the
currence • The wor
d
awaited and anticipate oc
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world created and accessible only t hrough th
t.
.
e poe 1.c gem.us. Donald
Stauffer has, in effe ct , paraphrased Yeat s• Byzant ·
t t
1.um s a ement by
asserting that "Yeat s wi t hdrew into the world of A v· .
- 1.s1.on 1
_synonymous
with the world of Byzantiuiy f ormally on the af ternoon of October

24,

l917 . The woman, the theatre , the Ireland he loved had all proved
intractable; they had gone on paths where he would not follow.

His

desires t o be under stood and to elevat e through sympatey had apparently
failed .

He withdraws int o his own lonely world, and he returns in the

poems of his four f inest volumes. nlO

The formality and pointedness of

Yeat s I withdrawal are stat e:roonts which Stauffer must prove.

The remainder

of his observation, however, readily awaits every reader of the Byzant ium
poem .
The city of Byzantium grew for Yeats out of the ancient city so
important t o the development of alchenzy-.

In the earliest drafts of the

poem Yeat s worked with the concept he formed of the ancient city while
vis iting there in 1924.

He had seen during the trip a gold mosaic

containing f igures, and he used it to build the final image of the "sages
st anding in God's holy fire. nil With these sages, Yeats could find what
he hoped would be his meaningful reality:
O sages standing in God, s holy fire

As in the gold mosaic of a wall~
. e , perne in the
come f rom the holy fll'
ul gyre,
And be the singing-mast e~s of_my so .•
art away· sick with desire
Consume my he
. ' animal
And f astened to a ~~. and gather me
It lmows not what it J.S, .
Into the artifice of (~~~i:•11. 17-24)

10 stauff er, p . ll8 •
llstallworthy , p • 97 •
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In this poem the gold finally assl..U'OOs f'ull al

.
che1TU.cal significance: it

is totally refined and purged of its .

. .
llllpurities.

Thereby, it has the

capacity t o symbolize re generation.

Through this process of regeneration
Yeat s seeks f reedom from the "dying animal" f .
0
his old, impotent body.
Further, ha wants to be consumed by art ha •
.
.
,
VJ.Ilg a soul in communion with
the subjective spirits who exist in phase lS of the moon where there is
no physical life:
Once out of nature I shall never take
1-zy' bodily fonn from any natural thing

But such a fonn as Grecian goldsmiths' make
Of hammered gold and gold enamelling
To keep a drowsy Emperor awake;
Or set upon a golden bough to sing
To lords and ladies of Byzantium
Of what is past, or passing, or to come.

(p. 192,

n.

2s-32)

The golden bird symbolizes the freed soul in perfect regeneration, able
now to compose verses worthy of the holy city of art.

Also the last

line gives the artist a universal, omnipotent lmowledge that has been the
poet-seeker's quest.
omnipotence in the

II

The line adapts Blake's statement of his bard's
Introduction II to Songs of Experience:

Hear the voice of the Bard!
Who Present, Past, & Future, sees;
Whose ears have heard
The Holy Word
That walk'd among the ancient trees,
Calling the lapsed Soul~
•
And weeping in the evening dew'
That might control
'T'he starry pole,
12
And fallen, fallen light renew.1

.
II •
The Portable Blake, ed, Alfred
12William Blake II Introduction,
in ~-Kazin (New York: Vik~g Press, 1968), P• 99 •
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In Byzantium, Yeats becomes the essence of poetic geni·us

separated from

the real world about him .

If Yeats could have died and 1 ft
e
"Sailing to Byzanti wn 11 and "The
· ht have d · •
d h.
Tower II as his last two poems , critics nu.g
ismisse
llll as anot her
poet of the escape motif •

However, important poetry- follows these poems ,

poetry which reveals that Yeats was not j ust anot her escapist poet .

For

even in the secl us i on of hi s golden-bough tower, Yeats could not lose
that constantly nagg ing feeling that he needed some form of relationship
with those of the world from which he had worked so diligently to escape.

In the seri es of poems headed ''Meditations in Time of Civil War, 11 poem
number VII re-int roduces the note of worry over the separation:
I cl imb t o the t ower-top and lean upon broken stone,
A mist that is like blown snow is sweeping over all,
Valley, river, and elms, under the light of a moon
That seems unlike itself, that seems unchangeable,
A gli ttering sword out of the east. A puff o~ wind
And those whit e glimmering fragments of the mist sweep by.
Frenzies bewilder, reveries perturb the mind;
Mon st rous famili ar images swim to the mind's eye.

(p. 203, 11. 1-8)
The golden bough brings freedom and joy, but it also brings the loneliness Ye at s had feared earlier.

In the loneliness of this separate world

.
whe re man can endure the isolation of withdrawal ,
Yeats be gins to ques t ion
The moon even appears d]."fferent: before it had been changeable and
1·t se1f •
destructive , now i t seems un changeable and unl ilce

In Yeats'

h. h have put this moon out really
meditation he wonders if the things w ic
we re so bad :
Nor self -delight ing reverie,
nor ity for what's gone,
Nor hate of what 's t o come,
th~ eye's complacency,
Nothing but grip of c~aw, ~ s that have put out the moon.
The innumerable clanging wing
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I turn away and shut the d
Wonder how many times I
oor , and on t he stair
In something that all ot ~ould have proved nzy- worth
ers understand or share
(p . 204, 11 . 29-35) •
eertainly the re i s some doubt in Yeats , mind b
a out t he de cision he has
made t o step out of the world of the moon int 0 t he
world of t he golden
bough.

But t he success of the move l ooms t oo new and wonderf ul t o

allow t he doubt t o stand .

Yeat s will f

or

th
e moment remain content in

the world of reality his art ha s creat ed for him.

And he will remain

in it with a feeling of sat isf act ion:

But O! ambitious heart, had such a proof drawn forth
A company of friends, a conscience set at ease
It had but made us pine the more. The abstract Joy,
·
The half -read wisdom of daemonic images
Suffice the ageing man as once the growing boy.
(p. 204, u. 36-40)
Here tre real problem of Yeats I gold/ sun, silver/moon imagery
ari ses: after such a determined and painstaking search for a reality of
his own making wmre those things meaningful to him could exist without
fear of destructi on by the changing forces of the real world, why does
Yeats come so quickly to the point where he doubts his ability to remain
there?

The answer t o this questi on, of course, is not within the scope

of this study .

But i t would be invalid to make the study without

admitting t he exi stence of the question.
The use of the image cluster, as Yeats moves into The Winding

~ ~ other Poems , brings into focus the growing doubts and fears
of isolation, but i t does not tell why t he doubts and fears come so
quickly or forcefully .

CHAPrER VI
CONCLUSION : THE WINDIOO STAIB. AND OTHER POEMS

The glorious freedom of the

ld b
go en ird singing upon his golden

bough in nsailing t o Byzant ium" seeiood a just reward for the poet-seeker
who had j ourneyed so f ar and so long to find the object of his quest.
But however j ust the reward, it was not a lasting one. The doubt and
fear of the isolation that Byzantium brought to Yeats has already been
mentioned, as has the question of why they came so soon.

TI!. Winding

~ ~ Other ~ volume takes up only one aspect of the two-fold

problem surrounding his discouragement in tenns of the gold/sun, silver/
moon imagery.

For whatever reason, the discouragement came, and with it

came a reversal in the longing of Yeats' heart: that is, he now turns
back to the world of sensuality, pleasure, and physical life he symbolized
so often with his silver and moon.
An important pronoun shift in

11

A Dialogue of Self and Soul 11

illustr ates t he feeling of Yeats as he retreats from seclusion, the shift
from "I" to ''we."

Though the poem does not contain the image cluster,

the last stanza--where the pronoun shift occurs--sets an appropriate
background for the ot her poems of the volUIOO that contain the images:
I am content to follow to its source
Every event in action or in thought;
Measure the lot; forgive nzy-self the lot!
When such as I cast out remorse
st
So great a sweetness flows ~to the brea
We must laugh and we ~ t sing,
We are blest by everyth1.~, bl t
Everything we look upon is ells• 6r' - 72)
(p. 232,
• ;;,

64

...
65
"Blood and too Moon" picks up the moon image
and begins to bring
into focus as a clear and bl e st moon, "unl'k
1
e II the clouded and
destructive moon of the earlier works :
l·t

The purity of the unclouded moon
Has flung its. ar r owy shaft upon the n oor.
Seve n cent urie
s have passed and it is
The blood of innocence has left no
(p. 234, 11. 31-34)

stah~'

The full force of the moon I s feminine and sensual symbolism
in these lines .

00100

s forth

Yeats uses "unclouded" to reinforce the purity and

11f1ung" to reinforce the sensuality.

There can be no doubt that the

moon has regained its central importance when the descendants of the
"ancestr al stair • • • must gather there/ And clamour in drunken frenzy
for the moon" (lines 40-42).

Even the tower symbol becomes subordinated

t o the moon :
I s every modern nation like the tower.,
Half-dead at t he top? No matter what I said.,
For wisdom is the property of the dead.,
A so:roothing incompatible with life; and power.,
Like everything that has the stain of blood.,
A property of t he living; but no stain
Can come upon t he visage of the moon
When it has l ooked in glory from a cloud.

(p. 234, 11. 47-54)
Yeats' new world was as empty as the t ower at the top.

Already suffer-

ing from ol d age and sexual impotence, Yeats evidently cannot bear the

thought of los:ing the so cial

. tercourse
lll

that only the real world can

h. mind there should be little
offer . With such fe elings pressing on 1.s
'
nsuality would appear "in glory
wonder that the moon with its air of se
from a cloud . 11
earli er associ ations f or
Yeats co ntinues the resurre ction of the
a poem he wro t e in 1923 , enti tled
the moon by including i n this vo1urne
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''The crazed Moon . "

In stanza one

associated with womanhood :

f th
o
e poem the moon again
· become
8

Cr azed t hrough much child-bear·
The moon is staggering in the :;.
Moon-struck by t he despairing
'
Glances of her wandering eye
We grope , and grope in vain
For children born of her pafu.

(p. 237,

u.

1-6)

In the second stanza Yeats praises the manhood that worshipped at the

feet of this moon :
Children dazed or dead!
Wl:en she in all her virginal pride
First trod on the mountain I s head
What stir ran through the countryside
Where every f oat obeyed her glance!
What manhood led the dance!

(p. 237,

u.

7-12)

Mingled in these lmes are all the feelings of lust and desire that
flooded the heart of the young Yeats as he pursued, not in a nzy-stical
sense but in physical sense, Maud Gonne, Ireland, and his poetical
quest.

Now in old age he can but hope to grasp what fleeting pieces he

can of the real world joys:
Fly-catchers of the moon,
Our hands are blenched, our fingers seem

But slender needles of bone;
Blenched by that malicious dream
They are spread wide that each
May rend what comes in reach.
(p.

237, 11. 8-14)

The last major use of the gold/sun, silver/moon imagery comes in

Yeats' second "Byzantium " poem.

. "By t 1·um" the freedom and
In this
zan

joy of the earlier, gold-only Byzantium becomes confused and leaves the

Poet unsure of himself :
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A starlit or a moonlit dome did in

8
All that man is,
a s
All mere complexities
The fury and t he mire of human ve .

,

l.IlS .

Before me floats an image , man or shade
Shade more than man more ima t
'
For Had~s • bobbin b~und in ~-~t~ shade;
May unwind the winding path;
A mouth that has no moisture and no breath
Breathless mouths may Stmllll.on•
I hail t he super human;
'
I call i t death-in-life and life-in-death.

(p. 243, 11. 5-16)
An essential difference develops between the earlier "Sailing to

Byzantiwn" and this "Byzanti um.": the world of nature in the former was
re jected, whereas now t here remains a fusion at least of the natural and
artistic worlds .
Yeats' int erwoven pat tern of his two worlds at this point finds a
parallel in his use of the gold, moon images in stanza three of the
poem:
Miracle, bird or golden handiwork,
More miracle than bi.rd or handiwork,
Planted on the star-lit golden bough,
Can l ike the cocks of Hades crow,
or, by t he moon embittered, scorn aloud
In glory of changeless metal
Comm.on bird or petal
And all complexities of mire or blood.

(p. 243, 11. 17-24)

Amid the indecision and confusion, one point stands out clearly:

th
ere

no longer exists the des ire f or a separat e world that is void of all

art of this Byzantium.

physical aspects , for t re moon is very much a P

The poem fills t he final gap in the gold/sun, silver/moon imagery by
.
a1·ty where all facets
. .
d •
composite re 1
brlilging
t ogether both wor l s in a
be a solution in t he
of l ife exist concurrently • No longer can escape
. b · ings onlY t orment :
search for a meaningful reality, f or it r.

Astraddle on the dolphin's llli.re and bl d
Spirit after spirit I The smithies bre: th
8
The golden smithies of the Emperor!
nood,
Marbles of the dancing noor
Break bitter furies of complexity,
Those images that yet
Fresh images beget,
That dolphin-torn, that gong-tonnented sea.

(p.

244,

11. 33-40)

staJ.lworthy sees the sea here as "the sea of life and passion • • •
torn by the joyf'ul dolphins Lsymbols of dead spirit~--tormented by
the gong of doom.
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Yeats did not want to die, nor did he want to live

alone. Rather, he seems to want a world where he can be both a poet
and a man, where he can enjoy both the physical and spiritual pleasures,

where he can write about Crazy Jane and God in the same poem, and where
his golden sun can fill the day and his silver moon the night.

Yeats described the world he finally comes to accept in
"Vacillation":
Between extremities
Man runs his courses;
A brand, or naming breath,
Comes to destroy
All those antinomies
Of day and night;
The body calls it death,
The heart remorse.
But if these be right
What is joy?

(p.

245,

11. 1-10)

tinomies of nAnashuya and riJ·aya , II
Acceptance of day and night, t he an
. h himself and his reader to:
is joy. Resolutezy, then, Yeats can admonis
Get all the gold and silver that you can,
amb't'
1 ion, an:unate
Satisfy
d am them with the sun,
The trivial days an r.
meditate:
And yet upon these max~dle man
All women dote up~n an i need a rich estate;
Al though their children

1Stallworthy, PP• 131-2 •

No man has ever lived that had enough
Of children • s gratitude or woman 1 s love.

(p. 245,

u.

19-26)

And the gold and silver are not the iooans of becoilling the creator of a

new and private world, but the means by Which the present world may be
fu]J.y enjoyed !
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